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Measure Space Automorphisms, the Normalizers of their Full 
Groups, and Approximate Finiteness 
\\‘e deal with the normalizer 2 ‘[T] of the full group [Tj of a nonsingular 
transformation ‘T of a Lebesgue measure space in the group of all nonsingular 
transformations. We solve the conjugacy problem in .1”[T]/[T] for a measure 
preserving and ergodic ‘1’. Our results show that a locally finite extension of 
a solvable group is approximately finite. 
1. IXTRODLTTI~X 
Let (S, CL) be a Lebesgue measure space, and let .-1 be the group of auto- 
morphisms of (X, p), where we mean by an automorphism a bi-measurable 
transformation that leaves p quasi-invariant. The full group [C] of a I’ E .-/ 
consists of those Q E .d with the property that f.a.a. ,Y F X- the Q-orbit of x is 
contained in the C-orbit of x. We consider an ergodic T E .rl’ and we aim to 
elucidate the structure of the normalizer .N[T] (R E .d : R[T]R .’ [T]j of 
[T] in .c/. .k“[T] contains exactly those automorphisms R E J/ that cart-v f.a.a. 
x E A- the T-orbit of x onto the T-orbit of Rx. If, for an R E .N[T], there is an 
n E N such that R” E [T], then define the outer period p(H) of 12 as the smallest 
such II. If, for all n EN, R” r$ [T], then say that R is outer aperiodic and set 
p(R) 0. A countable group 9 C .d is called approximately finite if there 
exists a rV t .-/’ such that, f.a.a. x E X, the Y-orbit of s coincides with the 
U-orbit of s. In Section 2 we shall prove that every R t ./t’[T] generates together 
with T an approximately finite group. In Section 3 we are concerned with the 
conjugacy problem in .N[T]/[T] f or an crgodic and measure preserving T. 
We briefly describe our conclusions. For this, we recall that every R E N[T] 
has a module such that, with v an invariant measure of T, 
(c/R-‘v/ch~)(s) mod R, f.a.a. .x t .\-. 
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If V(S) c: a, then mod R = 1 for all R E J"[T], but if ~(-1~) m, then cverq’ 
positive real appears as a module. If mod R f 1 then R must be outer aperiodic. 
Let us say that R, R' rN[T] are outer conjugate if R[T] and R'[T] arc conjugate 
in . 1‘[7’]/[T]; in other words, if there is a P t [T] and a ,O E ,t ‘[?“I such that 
Ii’ QRPQ-I. The outer period, and outer aperiodicity, as well as the module, 
arc invariants of outer conjugacy, and it turns out that these in\ ariants are 
colnplete. 
Our results have a number of applications. In particular, it follo\vs tllat all 
locally finite extensions of solvable groups are approximately finite. \\-v comment 
on these applications in the last section of the paper. 
There is a close connection between the topics that wc deal with hc and 
certain developments in the theorv of von Neumann algebras. -It the origin 
of this is the group measure space construction, that produces out of an crgodic 
mcasul c preserving automorphism T an approsimately finite t\‘pc II factor. 
Evcrv clement of N[T] induces an automorphism of this factor. I:or the auto- 
morphisms of a von Neumann algebra, one also has the notion of outer conjugac!- 
where two automorphisms R and R' arc called outer conjugate if R is conjugate 
to a product of R' by an inner automorphism. Outer conjugate elcnlcnts of 
. t ‘[ 7’1 ~icld outer col?jugate factor automorphisms. Hence the problem that we 
deal with here can be viewed as the measure theoretic analog of tilt outcl 
conjugac!, problem for the automorphisms of the approsimatcl!. finite t! pc II 
factors. (‘onccrning the outer conjugacy for the automorI7hisnls of the :lpprosi- 
mately finite type II factors, see [2, 31. 
:\lso the methods that WC employ here are similar to those encountcrcd in the 
theor!, of x-on Neumann algebras. Thus we use unit systems (also called al-rays) 
to prove outer conjugacy. Thcsc unit systems are particular instances of s! stems 
of matrix units. Rloreover, we shall arrive at the approximate finiteness theorem 
by the use’ of an ultraproduct. This is similar to the LBC of the ultraproducts 
of \-on Scrnnann algebras that were described in [ 11. For finite \UII X;c~umann 
algebras these ultraproducts were considered by AIcDuff [14]. SW also the 
remark of Dixmier and Lance [6]. 
2. ~1PPROSIXI.4TE FISITENES:; 
Let (-I-, /L) be a Lebesgue mcasurc space, ,L(-\-) 1. \Vith a fret llltratilter UJ 
on N, we form the ultraproduct (99, pczJ) of the measure algebra of (.\-, p). 
Thus we consider sequences A,, C X, n E &I, identifying two such sequences 
(--l,Jni.~ and (L3,F’)r,,~ if 
‘,iT> p(-37, .A .A,‘) 0. 
The resulting set of equivalence classes is :+. This #J carries Boolean operations. 
Here (S),,,,d represents I E .P and ( .;),trbq represents 0 E 99. If (A,,),,, j c .J s: -&‘, 
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then (S - &JnGN E 1 ~ a E iyAw, and if (H,s),,,k E B E .P, (B,,‘),,sk E 8’ E 99, 
then (B, n B,L’) E B n i?. p is given by 
P(J z- iftt #+L), (~~rr)rt&! . EAES+ 
(W, ~(1’) is a measure algebra. Every automorphism II: of (,Y, p) induces an 
automorphism c’lU of P bv 
( cA,),EN E l,.~,JA, (AnLv . t A- E .&P 
(‘onsidcr now an ergodic automorphism T of (-I-, CL). L\‘e denote by .H<,, the 
fixed point algebra of {SLV: S E [T]$, and by CL”, the restriction of CL”’ to 2<,, . ‘I’he 
elements of .a<,, are represented by sequences a476 C A-, n E N, with the property- 
ke&p(-% A SA,) = 0, s E [l’]. 
(2.1) LI~MA. Let A E :+F, and let, for a uniformly dense countable subggvoup 
2 of [?‘I, 
p/j =- /j HEX. (0 
Then A E MC,, 
Proof. Let 5’ E [T], and E :I:, 0. C’hoose a decomposition 
\- _ 
u f<H I 
HE50” 
such that 
sx = HA?, f.a.a. s t I:;, , 
and let then $r be a finite subset of Z such that 
If E x, 
Setting (EH),,,N E RH E 9P’, HE 3, , and setting 
one has then 
From ( I ), 
A’. (2.E.D. 
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We remark that for all a E gU , thefa EL,(S, CL) that is given b! 
fA m: weak*-lim xa, , 
12 ‘W 
is T-invariant, and therefore a constant. It follows that 
p*,(A) =: weak*-lim xa,, , (A,),& E a E ?g,, , n-iw 
and also that 
(2) 
P&J, = pi 44, MJEN EA-ES, 0 > L’ -I% 4X) = 1. (3) 
For R E .,Y[T], Rw leaves &Jo, invariant and we denote the restriction of P 
to S?‘,,, by R,,, . By (3), R, is a pw-preserving automorphism of gn, . 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let (An)nsN E a E dc9,, , and let B C AY. Then 
,,(A) P(B) = fi; &% n B). 
Proof. From (2), 
ifez ~(-4n n B) -= ‘,i; j-x Xa,XE? 4-l = .c, CL&f) XB 4 ~~ ,A4 P(B). Q.I:.D. 
(2.3) I,EMMA. Let R E .N[T] be such that for some ff E .H(,., , a + 0, 
R,i? = i?, B c a. (4) 
Then R,,, == I . 
Proof. U:\;C’e assume that there is a c C 1 .--- d, f? +: 0 such that R,,,C C 1 - e, 
and we proceed to arrive at a contradiction. Let (Av)nEv E a and let (C,),t.,N E 6 
be such that 
RC,< C S - C,; , REN. (5) 
By lemma (2.2) there exists a subsequence I<(n), n E N, such that with 
Rz L- L4, n C,,(n) > 12 EN. 
PL(BJ ) MJn) ,4~1). 
(BnLtw represents an element B of 8, fi ~/- 0, and fi C A^. From (5) 
RB, C S ~ B,, , TlEiw. 
Hence R,.,B C 1 - B, contradicting (4) QED. 
(2.4) LEMMA. For R E .N[T], R2,,, I ;f and on.[~s if R E [T]. 
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Proof. Let Y(a), Ii E N, be an increasing sequence of finite subgroups of [Y] 
that have uniform orbit size, and whose union is uniformly dense in [T]. Let d 
be the uniform metric on ./lr[?“]. If R,,, =: 1, then there is a K, E N such that 
inf d(R, S) -: 1. 
StJ(k,) (6) 
Indeed, otherwise one could find for every hen; a q(k)-invariant set R(k) 
such that 
(L@(k) A RB(k)) 2: 1, kEN> (7) 
(see [7, pp. 137-1391). By Lemma (2.1), (B,),,N would represent an clement 
2 -f 0 of -CZU , and by (7) one would then have R,$ =& a. That R E [T] follows 
from (6). Q.E.D. 
The proofs of the following two theorems are quite similar. 
(2.5) THEOREM. Let T be an ergodic automorphism of (X, p), and let R E . V[T] 
be outer aperiodic. Then T and R generate an approximately finite group. 
Proof. To prove the approximate finiteness of the group 9 that is generated 
by T and R it is enough to construct a sequence B(k), K E N, of finite s&groups 
of [Y] such that 
9(k)xC!qk + 1)x, Yx : : yN Y(k) .v, f.a.a. .I’ E zY 
(see [Ill). A construction of such a sequence by an inductive procedure will 
be possible, once one has established that, for all L E N and for all ? 0, there 
is a finite subgroup SC!? of [9] such that 
jL 
t 
n {X E s: TiRjs E XS:. ‘-. 1 --- ?l, 
-Lii.iCL 
i 
and for this it suffices to know that for every E :, 0 the finite subgroup ,Z of [Y] 
can be chosen such that 
p({x ES: Tzc E 2x}) 3:. 1 -- t, 
p({x E X: Rx E 2.~)) : I t. 
To produce such an 2, let )Ur E N, 
(8) 
(9) 
.;II ;- 2EC1. (10) 
By Lemmas (2.3) and (2.4) one can apply the Rohlin tower theorem to R,,, , and 
hence one has an P E g<:,, such that 
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C‘hoosc a representative (F,,),,N of fi such that 
F n n R”‘F n = c: , 0 < m CL -If, I? E N. 






/L(n) > 1 - ; E. (15) 
Let 6 I- 0 be such that for iz C X, p(A) < 8 implies that 4Mp(R”‘A) < E, 
0 < m < M. Choose then a FE [T] that is the identity on S -F, that is 
periodic on F, and that is such that, with ,F the group generated by T;, 
Denote by R the element of [!g] that is the identity on S ---- n, that has period 
period M on n, and that is such that 
The finite subgroup 2 of [Y] that is generated by T and J? satisfies (8) by (14) 
and (15) in conjunction with (16) and th e c h oice of 5. SF also satisfies (9) by (10) 
and (13). QED. 
(2.6) THEOREM. Let 7’ be an ergo& autonzovphisnz of (-I-, p), and let r be a 
jinitegroup. Let there begiven for every y E ran R(y) E .N[T], such that R(y) $ [T] 
for y + e, and such that 
R(y’) R(y) = R(yy’) mod[T], y> yt E r. 
Then 7‘ generates togetlzer with the R(y), y E r, an appvosimatelv finite group. _ 
Proof. In order to prove the approximate finiteness of the group 3 that is 
generated by T together with the R(y), y E r, it is enough to construct for 
every E ‘-. 0 a finite subgroup .Z of [Y] such that 
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For this, let L E N be such that 
p c.,L -Li!z {x E x: R(y--1y’) R(y).v = R(yf)7%) > 1 - r /-le. (19) ) 
Lemmas (2.3) and (2.4) allow an exhaustion argument that yields an FE.%<,, 
such that 
ti n R,(y)fi r 0, y E r, y -/ e, 
,I;‘. Rco(r)B L- 1. 
Choose a representative (Fn)71EN of p such that 
K n R(Y)F, : , yEr, y Gee, 7lEiw. 
Let then F be one of the F, such that 
r 1 p(R(y)F) ;-- 1 - $ E, y E c 
and such that 
(20) 
4 I r 1 p(PR(y)F A R(y)F) < E, -I, Ci CL, yEr. (21) 
For 
D u R(y)F, 
“/Ez- 
by (20), 
p(D) ‘, I - ; E, WI 
Let S >- 0 be such that for A C X, p(A) < 6 implies that 4 1 I’ 1 /L(R(Y)A) < E, 
Y E r. Choose then a 17 E [T], that is the identity on X -F, that is periodic 
on F, and that is such that, with 7 the group generated by 7”‘, 
p 
i 
-L2<L QI (x E F: R(y)- ’ 7’&,,,R(y) x E .Tx} 
1 
> p(F) - 6. (23) 
Order r, 
r -= iy,,! : 0 -g nz c f i:. 
Denote by I? the element of [g] that is the identity on X - D, that has period 
1 r 1 on D, and that is such that 
I%x -~ R(y,,,)x, f.a.a. .Y EF, 0 K m < / r !. 
For the finite subgroup Z& of [q] that is generated by F and l?, one has, by (21) 
and (22), in conjunction with (23), and by the choice at 6, that 
Thus A? satisfies (I 7). By (19) (22) and (23). .?P also satisfies (18). Q.1X.D. 
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(2.7) COHOLLARI.. Let 7’ be an ergodic automorphism of (A-, p), and let 
R E ~ I’[ T]. Then T and R generate an approximately finite group. 
Z’roof. This is Theorem (2.5) and a particular case of Theorem (2.6). 
Q.E.D. 
3. OUTER CONJUCAC~ 
M-e describe now unit systems (compare [12]). For this let (-\-, p) be a Lebesgue 
measure space. A unit system of A C S, p(A) :- 0, consists of a partition 
(JJc,iiR of .-J together with a collection C:(W’, o), W, W’ t B, of isomorphisms, 
that is, bi-measurable and nonsingular bijections, 
C-(W’, w) : .-f(w) - A(w’). 
such that 
LT(Q, w) : = I) LyWN, w’) LT(w’, w) = 1’(w”, w), w, w’, w” E f2 
TT’e indicate such a unit svstem N bv the notation 
a: = (Q, ‘4, 1-I(.), c;(., .)). 
Assign to a permutation 7~ of Q the automorphism C(r) of d that is given b! 
P(%-)x = V(Trw, W)K, f.a.a. x t .-l(w), w E -0, 
and denote by Y(a) the group of these l;(n). 1Vith Q,, C B, and 
B ~-: (J A(w), 
<.ia2,, 
\ve say that the unit system (Y is an extension of the unit system p, 
p = p,, , B, a4(.), cy., .)). 
Let the unit system 01 be given, let w0 E Q, and let there also be given a unit 
svstem 7, 
y ; (3, A(w,,), C(.), V(., .)). 
Then WC define the refinement Oc of 01 b!; y as the unit syswm 
& -:: (Q x 7 Y) -4, lT(,), ry-, .)) 
where 
.4(w, 4 r(w, w,,) qsq, WEB, [EE 
and 
C.~((w, [‘), (w, ,jqs I.(w. w,,) w(t’, f) c:(w,, ) w)x, 
~ CT((W’ ( <), (w, 0).x =~ c:(w’, w)s, f.a.a. s E C(W, 0, w, (0’ E f‘?, 4, [’ E f. 
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Given a countable group X of automorphisms of (X, p), vvc ~;a! that an 
isomorphism c: =1 + B, A, B C X is associated to Z, or is an X -isomorphism, 
if C:x EXX, f.a.a. .x E A. We say that an isomorphism is a 7’-isomorphism if it 
is associated to the group that is generated by an automorphism 7’. -4 unit 
system is called a system of Y-units (resp., of T-units) if its isomorpliisms are 
X’-isomorphisms (resp., ‘I’-isomorphisms). 
\\‘hen constructing our models for outer conjugacy we need to consider 
product spaces. The cylinder sets in a product space S n,,, 12, , \vhcrc 
the Q, are finite sets, will bc denoted by 
Given such a product space the term odometer group will refer to the group of 
transformations of S that is generated by the I’,,, , where. with 7 a cyclic 
permutation of Qn,,, 
(C~2’),, z-= T,,?,,, > if 12 = Vz, 
2’, , if n 2 fn, llEN, WlEN. 
Denote by Qn the set of functions q~: Z, -+ Z_ with finite support and such 
thdt v(O) 2 1. Set 
T(cp) = [(j, k) ; 1 i k -,- v(i), j E sqp lpj, 
and define for h > 0 measures q,,,, on r(v) b! 
We shall have to consider product spaces 
For an isomorphism 1,‘: A + B, A, R C I’, that is associated with the odometer 
group of such a product space (IT, v), we set f.a.a. .x (.in 3 k”>),d* E --I 
For isomorphisms c:: A4 -+ B, I-: B + C, .-I. B, C‘C I-, that arc associated 
with the odometer group of the product space, one has a cocy-cle identitj 
/ll~rT(,Y) h(T(x) f hr,( lk), f.a.a. x E .-I 
Let q+, denote the element of @,, that is given by- 
T,,(O) v,,(l) 1, di) 0, .i 1 
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(3. I) Ll3lX~. Let q+ appear infinitely often as an entry, in a sequence 
(y(n))!,, -_ E cD,,‘~. Then the elements I,: in the full group of the odometer poup of 
(1’9 v) -== Jj (r(dfl))l 4dd.A x ., 0, 
?iEhl 
such that 11~. --= 0, form an eyodic group. 
Proof. Let Y stand for the odometer group of (I, 1’). Let B C 1, V(B) ‘., 0. 
FVe show that there exists a 11 C B, V(D) > 0, and a Y-isomorphism IV that 
maps 11 into B such that h, = 1. For th is, we can assume that X 51 1. i5-e first 
find an .Yt N and an 
a E n r(dTl)) 
l(n<N 
such that one has, for C -~= B n Z(a), that 
v(C) > (I -+ (X/2))(1 -+ A)-’ v(Z(a)). (3 
Then we choose an 112 > N such that v,(M) :: v. . For 
(‘(0) =: {x E c: X,,f = (0, I)], C( 1) = {x E c: x,\, z-r (I, I)), 
then, hy (25) 
v(C(0)) > i( I $ X)-r v(Z(a)), v(C(l)) > $I( I + A) l v(Z(a)). (26) 
With 1. denoting the automorphism of (E;, V) that changes the Mth coordinate, 
set 
D = C(0) n FC(1). 
From (26) r,(Z)) > 0, and we can choose for V the restriction of C to 11. 
If now R C 17, 0 < v(E) < I, then we have by the ergodicity of the odometer 
group sets z4 C E and B C Y - E, v(A), v(B) > 0, and a J E Z, together with 
a 9’-isomorphism W: iz + B, such that h, = J. A repeated application of the 
preceeding remark yields a set D C B and a 8-isomorphism I’ that maps D into 
B and such that h, -- -1. For the restriction E of I’W to W-lD one has then 
11,. 0. QED. 
\ve set 
QD ={g’E@“:cp(j) =o,j-;:pp:, PEN, 
and we fix now for all p E Z,. sequences (~(p, YZ)),,~ E Qip’u’ such that every 
element of Qp appears infinitely often as an entry in (q(p, n)),,h . Then we 
build the product spaces 
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and, with K the counting measure on Z, 
Let Y{, stand for the odometer group on (S, , v,,), p E Z_ , and let cg,, stand for 
the odometer group on (XA , vh), X ‘, 0. With 7 the translation of Z I~!- one, set 
ZD = (Cm E [Yr,] : h,(x) =~ 0 mod p, f.a.a. $2: t S,,), pez . 
As is seen from Lemma (3.1), the ;I”, are ergodic. We make on the !B,,.,, , the 
analog definition of Iz, and set 
.i@ I),l,m = (C E [9P,1,K] : h,(s) = 0 mod p, f.a.a. x E Xp,&, PEZ-, 
2P O,i\,W = {C: E [Ya,J : h,(x) ~- 0, f.a.a. x E Xc,,,n,YOj, A- 0. 
These &‘n ,, o. , , are ergodic as well. Further, set 
ZP = {R E [??,I : AR(x) == I mod p, f.a.a. s E X,1, 
9 Il,l,m = (R E [9,,r,J : AR(x) I mod p, f.a.a. x E X9,1,m}, /lEZ. ) 
2 O,h,cc = lR E [~~‘,,A,,1 : h&4 1, f.a.a. xEX,, ,,,, ,I, A > 0. 
An exhaustion argument based on Lemma (3.1) shows that these &‘,, and 
92 o,i\*m are not empty. From the cocycle identity, one further has that 
R’R-1 t ZD , R, R’ E S$ 
R’Rpl E y%;,,h,m , R, R’ E 9?p,A o. ptz-,, h >o. 
(27) 
Given an ergodic v-preserving automorphism T of (X, v), and given R E .,1 ‘[T], 
let, for A, B C X of positive measure and for k E Z, flA,,([T]R”) be the set of 
isomorphisms C: A - B such that for some T-isomorphism I-: A4 + R m”B, 
U = RxV. If here .4 and B are understood then we write simply $([T]R”‘). 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let T be an ergodic v-preserving automorphism of (-id, I)), let 
R E M[T] and let 4, B C X, i t Z, such that v(B) := (mod R)” v(A) 0. The-n 
yA,R([T]Ri) 77 ,^. 
Proof. An exhaustion argument based on the ergodicity of 7’ yields this. 
Q.E.D. 
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(3.3) LEMMA. Let T be an ergodic v-preserving automorphism of (X, v), and 
let R EM[T]. If U E $,,,([T]Ri), ~~~ fD,,-([T]Ri), then VUE $A.C([T]RZmm’). 
Proof. Use R E N[T]. QED. 
In the sequel we use, for a = (& , R,)l~~,,,~, , a’ = (j,,‘, h,,,‘)l&,,,L,, E I‘(p)“, 
the notation 
C (a’ - a) = C CL -LA. 
l<I!~<ll 
(3.4) LEMMA. Let T be an ergodic v-preserving automorphism of (X, v), and 
let R E N[T], 4 C LX*, v(A) > 0, p E @, . Then there exists a unit system 
(T(p), -4, -4(.), U(., .)), where 
U(a’, a) E f( [ T]Rx(a’-a)), a, a’ E r(q). 
Proof. One first chooses an appropriate partition (A(a)),,Er(0) of A and then 
applies Lemmas (3.2) and (3.3). QED. 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let T be an ergodic v-preserving automorphism of (S, v), let 
R E N[T], and let there be given A C -7i; 0 < v(A) < cz;, Al, C A, 1 < h ,< K, 
and E >- 0. Then there exists, with some NE N, a unit system (In”, -4, A(.), 
Z-( ., .)) and subsets A,; C r(q#’ with 
and 
U(a’, a) E f([T]Rc(‘+“)), a, a’ E IJq+,).V. 
Proof. One first chooses an appropriate NE N and a partition (4(a))aEr(u,,~.~ 
of iJ and then applies Lemmas (3.2) and (3.3). QED. 
(3.6) LEMMA. Let T be an ergodic v-preserving automorphism of (S, v), 
V(X) =m I, and let R E N[T]. Set p = p(R). Let Q be an automorphism of (X, V) 
such that 
{T”lRz~ : m, 1 E Z} = {Qj.x : i E Z), f.a.a. ,x E X. (28) 
Then there exists for all A C X, v(A) > 0, and for all E > 0, I E N, a y E @?, and 
a unit sirstem 
such that 
a =z (I-(p), A, A(.), U(., .)) 
I-T(a), a) E d( [ T]Rx(a’-a)), a, a’ E r(9) 
v ,J, {x E -3: QAi.X E9(a) x} i 1 
> (I - c) v(A). (29) 
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Proof. With some L, E N there is a system p of G-units, 
B = ([I, Lll, -4, We), f<‘(., .)) 
such that 
\Ve exploit (28) to obtain with some L, E N disjoint sets 
such that, with some L:, E N, 
L, > 2E-lL,L, , 
and 
v(C(Z,)) = L,‘V(A), 1 :: IO <L,) 
(31) 
and such that, with V(Z, , II’, II), the restriction of V(Z,‘, Zr) to V(Zr , 1) C(Z,), 
lqz, , Z1’, 11) E f([T] Rf(l?*Ll’,7J), 1 ::I I, 5, I,, ) I < z1 ) II’ < L, . 
We can then build a suitable system of O-units over the index set [l, L,] j 
[I, L,] with the partition (V(Z, , 1) C(Z,)), 1 ;< L, , I .< Z2 <L, . However, we 
enlarge the index set, and then relabel its elements, and we then extend the 
unit system in order to arrive at a unit system 
a! = (r, A, A(.), U(+, *)), 
r =: {(j, k): 1 :; k 5; K, ) 0 -:. j .< Jj, 
and where 
1 K, = I,, , 
0gK.J 
Wj’, 14, (j, h)) E f([TlR”-9, (j, k), (j’, k’) E r. 
Set v(j) = K, , 0 2s j < 1, v(j) == 0, j >> /. By (30) and (31), we have satisfied 
(29). Q.E.D. 
(3.7) THEOREM. Let T be an evgodic v-preserving automorphism of (X, v), 
v(X) : I, and let R E JV[ T]. Set p p(R). There exists an isomorphism 
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such that 
and 
T;[T]V-1 == F,, , 
Pvoqf. We denote 
On C-y,, , v,), one has the unit systems 
(32) 
(331 
(r&h x-1, > Z(.), PC.5 .)>, ?zEN, 
where for (I, a’ E r,(n) the P(a’, a) leave all coordinates beyond the nth coordinate 
unchanged, n E N. The proof relies on an inductive construction of a sequence 
a,3 of unit systems 
such that 
L’,(a’, a) E $([T]R“(“‘-“I), a, a’ E T,,(n), n E N, (34) 
and where 01~~~~ refines 01,) . One requires also that the a-algebra of (S, 11) is 
generated by the -d,,(a), a E F,,(n), n E N, and that 
To obtain such a sequence of unit systems one constructs inductively the unit 
systems n,,o,) with some increasing sequence n(k), E N, k E N, where the a,,(Ic+ll 
is produced by refining c+~(,~)  by means of a suitably chosen unit system plc . 
To make a suitable choice of the /3,( one appeals now to Lemma (3.5) in order to 
ensure the generation property, and one appeals to Lemma (3.6) and Corollary 
(2.7) in order to ensure the validity of (35). Both lemmas are used in conjunction 
with Lemmas (3.2) and (3.4). 0 ne uses at this point the hvpothesis that ever\ 
p) E Dr, appears infinitely often as an entry in (&, n)),!,% . - 
The generation property yields an isomorphism 
such that 
and by the refining property of the 01, one has 
VUn(u’, u)T’-1 = P(a’, a), a, a’ E r&z), n E N. (36) 
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By (34) and (35) we can cover X by an increasing sequence E(n) C S, n E N, 
such that one has a decomposition of the sets A,(a) n E(n), 
A,(a) n E(n) = w qn, n’, u), a t r,(n), tt t N 
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such that 
It follows from this and from (34) and (35) that (32) holds. Similarly, we have 
from (34) and (35) that we can cover X by an increasing sequence Z)(n) C S, 
n E FV, such that one has a decomposition of the sets A,(a) n D(n), 
A,(u) n D(n) =: u qn, a’, a), a E r,(n), tt E N 
{a’Er,,(n):C(a’-a)=1 mot1 7’) 
such that 
Rx = U&z’, a) x, f.a.a. s E n(n, a’, a), a, (2’ E FP(n), 
c (a’ - u) -= I mod p, n E N. 
It follows from this and from (34) and (35) that 
and (33) is shown. 
(3.8) THEOREM. Let T be an evgodic v-presevzin,n automorphism of (X, v), 
v(X) = a, and let R E .N[T]. Set p = p(R), A : mod R. Then there exists 
an isomovphism 
such that 
Proof. The proof is achieved bp the same means as the proof of Theorem (3.7) 
Q.E.D. 
(3.9) COROLLARY. The outer period and the module form a complete set of 
invariants for the outer conjugucy of the elements in the normalizer of the .full 
gvoup of an ergodic measure preserving automorphism. 
Proof. This is from Theorems (3.7) and (3.8) and (27). Q.E.D. 
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4. ~WPLICATIONS 
\\‘c want to describe next some examples for Corollary (3.9). There arc first 
the examples of infinite product type. Let X.:,. E N, k E N, and set 
(-I-: 1.) lvN ({I >...: iV,.:,P,J> Pk(?l) I< > )7y 1 1 .I II : . -I-,( , I7 E Pd. 
Let .F be the odomctcr group on (-Y, v). .% is an ergodic hyperfinite group that 
leaves 1: invariant. The infinite products are defined b! 
(Rx),, = xl, -r 1 mod LVa , k E N, s : (s,,.),~~~~ ES. 
and we have that R E JV'[.FJ. If supkEN S,, =-- SC, then R is outer aperiodic, 
and hence by Corollary (3.9) all such R arc outer conjugate. One can prove 
directly in this instance that R and .% generate a hyperfinite group. Infinite 
products induce infinite product automorphisms of the hyperfinite II, factor. 
Further, there art’ the Bernoulli shifts and the Markov shifts. ‘L’ake, e.g., 
the pz-shift. Set 
and define an .FrS as the odometer group on (1’,, , p,(). ‘The n-shift ,S;, .v\, 
(J,~, ljliz , ~3 E II-, is then in ~ $“[.&I, By a similar construction, all Hernoulli 
shifts and all mixing nlarkov shifts can be viewed as elements of ..1 ‘[‘/‘I, \\-here 7’ 
is crgodic type II, (compare [4, 51). All these shifts arc outer aperiodic, and 
therefore th& are all outer conjugate by (‘orollary (3.9), nnc a bo outer conjugate 1 1~
to the outer aperiodic infinite products. Furthermore, the iloncornnilitati\.e 
Rcrnoulli shifts and the noncommutative Markov shifts that these shifts induce 
on the hvperfinitc II, factor arc all outer conjugate, and also outer conjuqte to 
the outer aperiodic infinite products. These noncommtitati\.c shifts arc’ not 
corl.jugatc if their entropy dialers [4, 51. 
(4.3) ~OKOI.l.AR\-. II%ere exists a I’ E [&] such t/rot PS hns discwff spf7Yrtrm. 
\Ye conclude with an application to the problem of appro\;imatc finiteness, 
which has been prominent in this theory since its creation by Dye [7. 81. Let 
us say that a countable group is approximately finitc if all its action 1~~ auto- 
nmrphisms of a Lebesgue measure space arc approximately finite. 1:~ the proof 
of the following corollarv one must, when distinguishing cases, in addition to 
Theorems (2.5) and (2.6), also use an argument of the sort as gi\.cn in [I 3, 
Sect. 5, Lemma 5.41, and one must carry out an ergodic decomposition. It ~vas 
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knmvn before that countable abelian groups arc approximately finite [9]. AISO 
it was known that every countable solvable group has a free ergodic hvperfinitc 
finite action [IO]. 
(4.4) ~OROLLAKY. k~ohable groups a.re approsimate~~9 jinite. >,‘.Yterlsiotls ?f 
approximatel\~ jinile groups bj, solvable groups are appro.rimate[v jhite. 
